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I . Our team : AlientechI . Our team : Alientech

ALIEN 1ALIEN 1 :  : 
Thery EmerickThery Emerick
Team LeaderTeam Leader

ALIEN 2ALIEN 2 :  : 
Bourlet LudovicBourlet Ludovic
Conception Conception 
EngineerEngineer

ALIEN 3ALIEN 3 :  : 
Ducrocq CédricDucrocq Cédric
Conception Conception 
EngineerEngineer

ALIEN 4ALIEN 4 :  : 
Delbassée GuillaumeDelbassée Guillaume
In charge of style In charge of style 
and designand design

ALIEN 5ALIEN 5 :  : 
Dautel ThomasDautel Thomas
Media Media 
consultantconsultant

ALIEN 6ALIEN 6 :  : 
Maillet MarvinMaillet Marvin
In charge of In charge of 
testingtesting
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Our team is composed of six friends Our team is composed of six friends 
who are in Year 11 (3ème) in Collège who are in Year 11 (3ème) in Collège 
Voltaire. Our maths teacher, Mr Voltaire. Our maths teacher, Mr 
Desespringalle, supervises us.Desespringalle, supervises us.

Let's imagine an alien civilization Let's imagine an alien civilization 
existing and deciding to visit us on existing and deciding to visit us on 
Earth! It would definitely be more Earth! It would definitely be more 
technically advanced than us as it could technically advanced than us as it could 
visit other worlds. That's why we visit other worlds. That's why we 
decided to name our team "Alientech" : decided to name our team "Alientech" : 
because we wish we could use better because we wish we could use better 
technical solutions and designs than our technical solutions and designs than our 
challengers! challengers! 

Our team identity conveys a Our team identity conveys a 
futuristic theme.futuristic theme.



I I . The LogoI I . The Logo
Our logo had to unite our Our logo had to unite our 
spacial, alien and futuristic spacial, alien and futuristic 
theme. We immediately imagine theme. We immediately imagine 
a shield-shaped coat of arms.a shield-shaped coat of arms.
We've worked a lot on our coat We've worked a lot on our coat 
of arms : first of all, it was of arms : first of all, it was 
made of perforated sheet made of perforated sheet 
metal, we finally decide to use metal, we finally decide to use 
interfolded metal sheets to interfolded metal sheets to 
look like a spaceship.look like a spaceship.
Here is our final logo, gathering Here is our final logo, gathering 
all the ideas we wanted to all the ideas we wanted to 
convey : energy sprays, a convey : energy sprays, a 
spaceship-like surface...spaceship-like surface...

We wanted to convey the idea We wanted to convey the idea 
of a heat shield, like those on of a heat shield, like those on 
spaceshifts or capsules when spaceshifts or capsules when 
they enter the atmosphere.they enter the atmosphere.

The shape of the shield will stay. The The shape of the shield will stay. The 
writing and the effects will finally change. writing and the effects will finally change. 
The heat shield evokes space and the  The heat shield evokes space and the  
circular energy sprays give an alien circular energy sprays give an alien 
dimension, also alluding to crop circles.dimension, also alluding to crop circles.  

Logiciel Logiciel 
utilisé:utilisé:

Photoshop Photoshop 
CS6CS6

Logiciel Logiciel 
utilisé:utilisé:

Photoshop Photoshop 
CS6CS6

 

Insertion of crop circles, as a Insertion of crop circles, as a 
reference to our « alien » theme.reference to our « alien » theme.

We immediately decided to draw We immediately decided to draw 
our ideas on a computer, in order our ideas on a computer, in order 
to save paper.to save paper.
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Discovery heat shield

Discovery heat shield



I I I . The carI I I . The car
        1.  Brainstorming on design and modifications:1.  Brainstorming on design and modifications:

First, we looked for a futuristic car. We found a Japanese prototype : Honda Race First, we looked for a futuristic car. We found a Japanese prototype : Honda Race 
2025. 2025. 
Designers drew their inspirations from the 1908 « Great race ». This legendary race Designers drew their inspirations from the 1908 « Great race ». This legendary race 
connected Paris to New York, crossing Russia and Japan.connected Paris to New York, crossing Russia and Japan.
We drew our inspiration from this car to draw our first sketches.We drew our inspiration from this car to draw our first sketches.  
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  From Dion-Bouton at the start on February 12From Dion-Bouton at the start on February 12 thth in in19081908



Our first Our first 
sketches from sketches from 
an overhead an overhead 
view :  at the view :  at the 
bottom, the bottom, the 
starting idea starting idea 
and at the top, and at the top, 
we moved the  we moved the  
cockpit cockpit 
forward to forward to 
insert the insert the 
battery.battery.

Modification of the « front arms » so that the Modification of the « front arms » so that the 
front wheels could be seen from the side.front wheels could be seen from the side.

..

We first wanted to build a prototype which looked 
like a horseshoe from above, with the nose wheels 
inside the arch. However, we had to make several 
changes : 

     - indeed, the battery and the engine Dassault 
gave us made us move the cockpit forward.

     - then we studied the contest rules and we 
realised the nose wheels had to be totally seen 
sideways. 

On the right, you can see the final sketch Ludovic - 
our conception engineer - used to model our 3D 
project on the software Catia V5. He was helped by 
our referent teacher. 
Some modifications were also made on Catia, like 
the rear spoiler and the rear wheels arch. 
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We had to work about 30 hours on Catia V5 We had to work about 30 hours on Catia V5 
to get the shapes we wanted. to get the shapes we wanted. 
But first, we had to learn how to deal with But first, we had to learn how to deal with 
the software.the software.

2. Design using Catia V52. Design using Catia V5

Software used:Software used:
Catia V5Catia V5

Software used:Software used:
Catia V5Catia V5

Making of the way for the wheelsMaking of the way for the wheels

Then, the bubble Then, the bubble 
 (windscreen) (windscreen)

Making of a front nose, Making of a front nose, 
then a symmetry.then a symmetry.

Creation of the main shape Creation of the main shape 
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DEPRON:DEPRON:DEPRON:DEPRON:

Soon, our teacher alerted us on the realisation : of course, we liked our drawing / sketch but we had to build it !Soon, our teacher alerted us on the realisation : of course, we liked our drawing / sketch but we had to build it !
It changed everything : a chassis or a monocoque vehicle ?It changed everything : a chassis or a monocoque vehicle ?

q Choice of the materialChoice of the material
Considering the car shape, the choice of a monocoque -in balsa or foam- vehicle was obvious. We chose the Depron (a Considering the car shape, the choice of a monocoque -in balsa or foam- vehicle was obvious. We chose the Depron (a 
polyurethane foam) : it implied MACHINING.polyurethane foam) : it implied MACHINING.

q Study of the different processes to reach our goal.Study of the different processes to reach our goal.
We could not use machining and Depron for the « front arms » because they were too fragile. Our teacher explained We could not use machining and Depron for the « front arms » because they were too fragile. Our teacher explained 
to us that the countersink could not reach some parts without breaking the foam. to us that the countersink could not reach some parts without breaking the foam. 
We also had to think of the stiffness we needed for the front wheel axle unit, and we realised the foam could not We also had to think of the stiffness we needed for the front wheel axle unit, and we realised the foam could not 
deal with it. deal with it. 

Once we chose the material, we had to find a Once we chose the material, we had to find a 
way to build the front arms. It was thus way to build the front arms. It was thus 
decided to separate them from the car body decided to separate them from the car body 
before realising them by ourselves.before realising them by ourselves.

Separation of the front armSeparation of the front arm

We used three tenons and a screw to assemble the car body and the front We used three tenons and a screw to assemble the car body and the front 
arms.arms.

From our « car body », From our « car body », 
we get our hull and two we get our hull and two 
front arms.front arms.
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Advantages Backdraws

1- Incomparable lightness
2- Machining without 
wearing the tool out

1- Flakiness
2- Possibility to break it
3- Difficulty to assemble 
(no screw, no binding...)



3. The aerodynamic forces3. The aerodynamic forces

We first started from We first started from 
the idea of a central lip the idea of a central lip 
spoiler, like a shark. It spoiler, like a shark. It 
meant speed for us.  meant speed for us.  

« requin » : il évoquait « requin » : il évoquait 
pour nous une idée de pour nous une idée de 

vitesse.vitesse.

That's why we worked on a three-part lip spoiler.  That's why we worked on a three-part lip spoiler.  

But we finally decided not to put it But we finally decided not to put it 
because it didn't give any aerodynamic because it didn't give any aerodynamic 
force. It only gave a guiding stability, force. It only gave a guiding stability, 

which was already given by the thread on which was already given by the thread on 
the Course en Cours track.the Course en Cours track.

The sides of the lip spoiler The sides of the lip spoiler 
will be stuck to the car body. will be stuck to the car body. 
A slotted hole can make the A slotted hole can make the 
tilt change.tilt change.
  
Remark:Remark:
Our front arms are shaped Our front arms are shaped 
to cut through the air. They to cut through the air. They 
have a flat part on the top, have a flat part on the top, 
which gives aerodynamic which gives aerodynamic 
force to the front of the force to the front of the 
car. car. 
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IV. ManufacturingIV. Manufacturing : :
1. Digital machining1. Digital machining

Our car was machined by the Bac Pro TU, led by Mr. Our car was machined by the Bac Pro TU, led by Mr. 
Cedric Bullin, in Fourchambault (near Auxerre).Cedric Bullin, in Fourchambault (near Auxerre).

They designed a machining prop to hold the foam in They designed a machining prop to hold the foam in 
the vice of the milling machine.the vice of the milling machine.
It was designed for the two projects of our class.It was designed for the two projects of our class.

The pupils of the Bac Pro TU decided The pupils of the Bac Pro TU decided 
to test the programme they made to test the programme they made 
(based on our Catia car body file) : (based on our Catia car body file) : 
they used extruded polystyrene they used extruded polystyrene 
because they wanted to reserve the because they wanted to reserve the 
Depron.Depron.

You can see the test version made of extruded polystyrene on our stand.You can see the test version made of extruded polystyrene on our stand.

Once the test was approved, they used Depron !Once the test was approved, they used Depron !
You can see a video of machining on our stand.You can see a video of machining on our stand.
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Remarks : 
We wish we had found nearby 
partners for our car machining. 
We only received negative answers /
rejection letters. 
Consequently, the carbon footprint
was more important than we imagined :
719 kms travelled created 119kgs of CO2.
We wish we could counterbalance it with
other steps in our project.



2. Prototyping :2. Prototyping :
We used the 3D printer of our school.We used the 3D printer of our school.
We used biodegradable plastic (PLA) to printer the spoiler, the rims, We used biodegradable plastic (PLA) to printer the spoiler, the rims, 
The pilot's head and the front arms. Indeed, these different parts The pilot's head and the front arms. Indeed, these different parts 
were too fragile to machine.were too fragile to machine.
Moreover, the material we used contributed to the eco design of our Moreover, the material we used contributed to the eco design of our 
project. project. 

PLA: Polylactic acidPLA: Polylactic acid

It's a bioplastic made from corn It's a bioplastic made from corn 
starch.starch.
PLAs are biodegraded : PLAs are biodegraded : 
   - in 4 to 5 years if they are    - in 4 to 5 years if they are 
burried. burried. 
   - in 20 to 40 days in    - in 20 to 40 days in 
compost.compost.
In comparison, an object madeIn comparison, an object made
of polyethylene would be of polyethylene would be 
degraded in four centuries.degraded in four centuries.

PLA: Polylactic acidPLA: Polylactic acid

It's a bioplastic made from corn It's a bioplastic made from corn 
starch.starch.
PLAs are biodegraded : PLAs are biodegraded : 
   - in 4 to 5 years if they are    - in 4 to 5 years if they are 
burried. burried. 
   - in 20 to 40 days in    - in 20 to 40 days in 
compost.compost.
In comparison, an object madeIn comparison, an object made
of polyethylene would be of polyethylene would be 
degraded in four centuries.degraded in four centuries.

Softwares used:Softwares used:
• Catia V5 forexport in file Catia V5 forexport in file 

IgsIgs
• Transformation in .stl via Transformation in .stl via 

Cubify invent.Cubify invent.
• Then CubeX for the Then CubeX for the 

edition of the edition of the 
program G-codeprogram G-code

Softwares used:Softwares used:
• Catia V5 forexport in file Catia V5 forexport in file 

IgsIgs
• Transformation in .stl via Transformation in .stl via 

Cubify invent.Cubify invent.
• Then CubeX for the Then CubeX for the 

edition of the edition of the 
program G-codeprogram G-code

  Manufacturing of the front armsManufacturing of the front arms
The fast prototyping allows us to The fast prototyping allows us to 
create items as light as possible, create items as light as possible, 
by configuring the printer.by configuring the printer.

We sanded the different We sanded the different 
items created with the 3D items created with the 3D 
printer to make them printer to make them 
smooth..smooth..
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3. Designing and manufacturing the rims :3. Designing and manufacturing the rims :

Final designFinal design

Here are the inital drafts we made on Catia V5. Here are the inital drafts we made on Catia V5. 

From the From the 
beginning of beginning of 
our project, our project, 
we chose to we chose to 
use a 3-blade use a 3-blade 
design.design.

We reduced the rim width in order to reduce its weight.We reduced the rim width in order to reduce its weight.

According to the software, our first rims were supposed According to the software, our first rims were supposed 
to weigh 20 grammes. We managed to reduce it up to to weigh 20 grammes. We managed to reduce it up to 
12.9 grammes (rear rim).  12.9 grammes (rear rim).  

The first printing made us realise we The first printing made us realise we 
could change the drawing of the inside of could change the drawing of the inside of 
the rim so that there might be less work the rim so that there might be less work 
at the end (sanding). at the end (sanding). 

We also had the idea We also had the idea 
to make a pair of left to make a pair of left 
rims and a pair of rims and a pair of 
right rims, as the right rims, as the 
blades had a different blades had a different 
sense of directionsense of direction. . Here are the rims just Here are the rims just 

after being printed.after being printed.
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 We could almost use our wheels immediately We could almost use our wheels immediately 
after the printing. But we asked our teacher after the printing. But we asked our teacher 
to rework the bore and the square part of the to rework the bore and the square part of the 
rear axle because we noticed that on the 3D rear axle because we noticed that on the 3D 
printing, the dimensions could be different of a printing, the dimensions could be different of a 
couple of tenths.couple of tenths.

Our teacher thus used a milling machine and a Our teacher thus used a milling machine and a 
lathe:   lathe:   

4. Connecting the car to the ground4. Connecting the car to the ground

The rubber The rubber  : :

Thanks to sponsoring, we worked with Mr. Christophe Antoine and Thanks to sponsoring, we worked with Mr. Christophe Antoine and 
his students (IUT of Alsace). They created molds made of steel his students (IUT of Alsace). They created molds made of steel 
to vulcanise the rubber (containing 30% of silica).to vulcanise the rubber (containing 30% of silica).

Unfortunately, the students didn't give rise to our demands Unfortunately, the students didn't give rise to our demands 
and needs.and needs.

For the Course en Cours challenge, we had to study the type For the Course en Cours challenge, we had to study the type 
of tyres we were going to use very carefully : the best of tyres we were going to use very carefully : the best 
tyres would be those able to relay the engine power to the tyres would be those able to relay the engine power to the 
ground without skidding or slipping.ground without skidding or slipping.

So we studied different materials to realise our tyres : the So we studied different materials to realise our tyres : the 
rubber and the silicone seemed interesting.rubber and the silicone seemed interesting.
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The siliconeThe silicone : :
  
We didn't wait for the students' answer and decided to develop our We didn't wait for the students' answer and decided to develop our 
own solution with silicone in December.own solution with silicone in December.
We decided to use EC42 silicone and RTV127 silicone.We decided to use EC42 silicone and RTV127 silicone.
We asked our teacher to machine pieces made of plastic correspoundingWe asked our teacher to machine pieces made of plastic correspounding
to the exact shape and dimensions of our tyres.to the exact shape and dimensions of our tyres.
We molded our first series of tyres.We molded our first series of tyres.
However, our tests enhanced a major flaw : the grip of silicone was However, our tests enhanced a major flaw : the grip of silicone was 
perfect indeed, but its elasticity made the tyre expand because of the perfect indeed, but its elasticity made the tyre expand because of the 
centrifugal force.centrifugal force.

Silicone molds.Silicone molds.

Progression of the idea using siliconeProgression of the idea using silicone : :

    We found a solution by studying how the car tyres were usually We found a solution by studying how the car tyres were usually 
made.made.
Indeed, there is usually an internal metallic structure in the tyres. Indeed, there is usually an internal metallic structure in the tyres. 
We just had to create such a structure in the mold made of silicone.We just had to create such a structure in the mold made of silicone.

We used an hexagonal meshing (like a beehive) in order to distribute We used an hexagonal meshing (like a beehive) in order to distribute 
forces properly by using as little material as possible.  forces properly by using as little material as possible.  

    Nous avons réalisé de nouveaux moules individuels pour faciliter le Nous avons réalisé de nouveaux moules individuels pour faciliter le 
démoulage compte tenu de la rigidité des nouveaux pneus.démoulage compte tenu de la rigidité des nouveaux pneus.

    

Quelques essais de structures de renfort sous CatiaQuelques essais de structures de renfort sous Catia

The final structures The final structures 
printed.printed.

Moulage des pneus renforcés dans Moulage des pneus renforcés dans 
les moules individuelsles moules individuels
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The different products we usedThe different products we used

At the rear end, we tightened the At the rear end, we tightened the 
tyres on the rims.tyres on the rims.

At the front end, we fixed them At the front end, we fixed them 
with double-sided tape.with double-sided tape.

The tyres fitted on the rims:The tyres fitted on the rims:

5. The front wheel axles5. The front wheel axles

Machining of the front axlesMachining of the front axles

Test washers in aluminium and Test washers in aluminium and 
final washers made of PLAfinal washers made of PLA

We used axles of 5mm diameter to We used axles of 5mm diameter to 
guide the front end of the car.guide the front end of the car.

It was a challenge to build a front end It was a challenge to build a front end 
without any thru axle system because the without any thru axle system because the 
car stability on the track depended on the car stability on the track depended on the 
axle. axle. 

Because of ecodesign, we made a Because of ecodesign, we made a 
support washer using fast prototyping. support washer using fast prototyping. 
Then, the axle was madde of aluminium. Then, the axle was madde of aluminium. 

Not only did this solution waste less Not only did this solution waste less 
aluminium, but the part of the car was also aluminium, but the part of the car was also 
lighter (the density of PLA being inferior to lighter (the density of PLA being inferior to 
the density of aluminium).the density of aluminium).
  

The bearings we chose are The bearings we chose are 
hybrid : a pressed steel cage hybrid : a pressed steel cage 

and ceramic bearings.and ceramic bearings.
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6. Aerodynamic windscreen:6. Aerodynamic windscreen:
We imagined a transparent windscreen in order not We imagined a transparent windscreen in order not 

to disturb the car aerodynamism. We prototyped a to disturb the car aerodynamism. We prototyped a 
part of the car and we chose to thermoform a sheet part of the car and we chose to thermoform a sheet 
of Lexan. We worked at a temperature of 150°C of Lexan. We worked at a temperature of 150°C 
(302°F) so that the PLA could resist heat.(302°F) so that the PLA could resist heat.

Measure of the temperature with Measure of the temperature with 
an infrared pyrometer.an infrared pyrometer.

The sheet – heated up to 150°C- The sheet – heated up to 150°C- 
goes down on prototyped shape. goes down on prototyped shape. 
Then, the air is sucked up and the Then, the air is sucked up and the 
sheet perfectly fits the shape.sheet perfectly fits the shape.The alien helmetThe alien helmet

We then put a pilot's head inside our We then put a pilot's head inside our 
windscreen. We created an « alien » helmet to windscreen. We created an « alien » helmet to 
respect our theme. The visor is different from respect our theme. The visor is different from 
the humans'. Indeed, the location of the eyes the humans'. Indeed, the location of the eyes 
is different on our planet !is different on our planet !

The windscreen is painted and The windscreen is painted and 
varnished to be as smooth as varnished to be as smooth as 

possible.possible.
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Sur la première version de notre voiture, Sur la première version de notre voiture, 
notre professeur a usiné le cockpit pour y notre professeur a usiné le cockpit pour y 
insérer notre tête de pilote sur une insérer notre tête de pilote sur une 
fraiseuse conventionnelle.fraiseuse conventionnelle.

Sur la deuxième version, nous avons intégré Sur la deuxième version, nous avons intégré 
cette découpe sous Catia pour ne pas cette découpe sous Catia pour ne pas 
rompre la chaine numérique.rompre la chaine numérique.



7. Finishing touch and paintings:7. Finishing touch and paintings:

The first step was to cover the car The first step was to cover the car 
with a polyester finishing.with a polyester finishing.

The Depron surface sucked the The Depron surface sucked the 
product of a few milimeters. product of a few milimeters. 

We put a new finishing layer then we We put a new finishing layer then we 
finally used a wet sanding before the finally used a wet sanding before the 
beginning of the paintings.beginning of the paintings.

First finishing layers.First finishing layers.

Second layer of an epoxy finishing.Second layer of an epoxy finishing.

It was difficult to make the crumbly It was difficult to make the crumbly 
surface of Depron look as smooth as surface of Depron look as smooth as 
possible. We needed to make it smooth to possible. We needed to make it smooth to 
be painted according to an automobile be painted according to an automobile 
process.process.
  

We sanded the finishing.We sanded the finishing.

Fresh finishing...Fresh finishing...

……covered with a black coatingcovered with a black coating
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After wet sanding, the the parts of the car After wet sanding, the the parts of the car 
are painted with water-based painting. Thanks to are painted with water-based painting. Thanks to 
this basecoat, our special painting can be used.this basecoat, our special painting can be used.

It is prismatic painting : our car seems to be It is prismatic painting : our car seems to be 
blue, purple or dark, depending on the angle you blue, purple or dark, depending on the angle you 
look at it. look at it. 

This technology was inspired by looking at This technology was inspired by looking at 
some insects or butterflies.some insects or butterflies.

..

Basecoat of the front arms.Basecoat of the front arms.

Chameleon basisChameleon basis

The parts made of PLA and the hull are The parts made of PLA and the hull are 
covered with plastic bonding to make the covered with plastic bonding to make the 
painting adhere.painting adhere.
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Then, we varnished the car. The result Then, we varnished the car. The result 
was exactly what we were expecting ! was exactly what we were expecting ! 

This work was made by 2S-Koncept, our This work was made by 2S-Koncept, our 
referent teacher's workshop for restoring referent teacher's workshop for restoring 
vehicles.vehicles.

The reflections are fabulous on The reflections are fabulous on 
the curves.the curves.

Our « alien-like » helmet.Our « alien-like » helmet.
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V. Presentation standV. Presentation stand

Then we modified the stand the team Then we modified the stand the team 
chose. But we were not satisfied as the chose. But we were not satisfied as the 
stand didn't convey our futuristic and stand didn't convey our futuristic and 
alien theme.alien theme.
We then had the idea to model a We then had the idea to model a 
spacecraft entrance. spacecraft entrance. 

On this sketch, we On this sketch, we 
decided to put a screen decided to put a screen 
to broadcast our images to broadcast our images 
and a mirror creating a and a mirror creating a 
mise en abyme in order to mise en abyme in order to 
promote the car. promote the car. 

At the beginning of the year, each member of the At the beginning of the year, each member of the 
team created a stand on Google Sketchup.team created a stand on Google Sketchup.

We divided the arch We divided the arch 
into three parts in into three parts in 
order to carry it. order to carry it. 
We reunite them We reunite them 
thanks to slits and thanks to slits and 
wedges.wedges.

From the beginning of the project, we chose ecodesign as an From the beginning of the project, we chose ecodesign as an 
important part of our project.important part of our project.

That's why we decided to build our stand with cardboards we That's why we decided to build our stand with cardboards we 
collected from the shopkeepers nearby.collected from the shopkeepers nearby.

Software 
Software 

used:
used:

Google 
Google 

sketchup
sketchup

Software 
Software 

used:
used:

Google 
Google 

sketchup
sketchup

Cédric then modelled it.Cédric then modelled it.
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Then we had the idea of a spacecraft Then we had the idea of a spacecraft 
dashboard to hold up the car and the dashboard to hold up the car and the 
portfolio. portfolio. 

This dashboard would be inserted in This dashboard would be inserted in 
the arms of the arch.the arms of the arch.

After the context, the stand will have a second life. Indeed, we will use it to promote Course en Cours in our After the context, the stand will have a second life. Indeed, we will use it to promote Course en Cours in our 
school. It will also be used for the end of the year show of our school theatre club.school. It will also be used for the end of the year show of our school theatre club.

Building the dashboard... »Building the dashboard... »
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Then, Marvin built the « mirror of the infinite », made of a strip of LEDs between Then, Marvin built the « mirror of the infinite », made of a strip of LEDs between 
a one-way mirror and a normal mirror... The effect is impressive ! Our car is a one-way mirror and a normal mirror... The effect is impressive ! Our car is 
highlighted and our stand looks like an « inter-dimensional portal ». The car reflects highlighted and our stand looks like an « inter-dimensional portal ». The car reflects 
in the mirror, giving the illusion of an hologram.in the mirror, giving the illusion of an hologram.

For the national final, we added a turning tray on LEDs to look like a spacecraft For the national final, we added a turning tray on LEDs to look like a spacecraft 
dashboard. We also added some niches to show the different parts of our car and dashboard. We also added some niches to show the different parts of our car and 
for a better understanding of the evolution of our project.for a better understanding of the evolution of our project.

Détail de l’intérieur du Détail de l’intérieur du 
cadrecadre

Each cardboard edge is sanded then Each cardboard edge is sanded then 
covered with gummed paper. Then, we covered with gummed paper. Then, we 
prepared the structure for water-prepared the structure for water-
painting : the environmental impact is painting : the environmental impact is 
thus less important.thus less important.

Our teacher taught us how to use an Our teacher taught us how to use an 
airbrush for a realistic rendering of airbrush for a realistic rendering of 
our stand. We used a trompe-l'oeil our stand. We used a trompe-l'oeil 
method. method. 

Creating the one-way mirrorCreating the one-way mirror
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VI . Communication :VI . Communication :
1. Videos:1. Videos:

Ludovic, the conception engineer, made an Ludovic, the conception engineer, made an 
animation of « Cinema 4D » (a 3D creation animation of « Cinema 4D » (a 3D creation 
software developped by Maxon).software developped by Maxon).

Marvin, with the same Marvin, with the same 
software, made an animation software, made an animation 
with the letters of our with the letters of our 
team's name.team's name.

Softwares :

Softwares :

Cinema4D and 

Cinema4D and 

CatiaV5
CatiaV5

Softwares :

Softwares :

Cinema4D and 

Cinema4D and 

CatiaV5
CatiaV5

We made some videos of our work -for example, a time laps- to find sponsors We made some videos of our work -for example, a time laps- to find sponsors 
or to get sponsors to know us.or to get sponsors to know us.

A time laps is an animation made from a series of pictures taken at regular A time laps is an animation made from a series of pictures taken at regular 
intervals to show very quickly the evolution of the object photographed during a intervals to show very quickly the evolution of the object photographed during a 
long period.long period.

For example, for the prototyping of the front arm, we took a picture every For example, for the prototyping of the front arm, we took a picture every 
15 seconds during 7h40 to make a one-minute video.15 seconds during 7h40 to make a one-minute video.

Videos of the machining made by Videos of the machining made by 
Mr Bullin's pupils.Mr Bullin's pupils.

All these videos can be 

All these videos can be 

seen on our stand.       
        

    

seen on our stand.       
        

    

        
  

        
  

2. On the Internet2. On the Internet

..Facebook of our teamFacebook of our team::

            

To show our sponsors and the people following us our To show our sponsors and the people following us our 
work, Marvin created a Facebook page with photos and work, Marvin created a Facebook page with photos and 
videos showing how our project was evolving. They videos showing how our project was evolving. They 
were present when our car was born and they saw it were present when our car was born and they saw it 
evolve.evolve.

                The contactless technology on our stand allows The contactless technology on our stand allows 
aanyone to go on our Facebook by passing by his or aanyone to go on our Facebook by passing by his or 
her smartphone. It became possible thanks to our her smartphone. It became possible thanks to our 
sponsor Mr. Thierry Demol (CITC-EuraRFID) par sponsor Mr. Thierry Demol (CITC-EuraRFID) par 
l’intermédiaire de M. Demol Thierry. l’intermédiaire de M. Demol Thierry. 

You can also find the translations of our portfolio (in You can also find the translations of our portfolio (in 
English and in Spanish) using this technology.English and in Spanish) using this technology.
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3. Our team's uniform3. Our team's uniform

We drew our jerseys then made it on Photoshop.We drew our jerseys then made it on Photoshop.
The society Filifloc in Caudry accepted to be our sponsor and to do our jerseys.The society Filifloc in Caudry accepted to be our sponsor and to do our jerseys.
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Les sponsorsVII . Nos Sponsors VI I . Nos Sponsors ::

Our project would not have been possible without them. Thanks to the people, societies and administrations who trusted us…Our project would not have been possible without them. Thanks to the people, societies and administrations who trusted us…
üThe city councils of LOURCHES and ROEULX for their financial backing as well as our school Business office.The city councils of LOURCHES and ROEULX for their financial backing as well as our school Business office.
üEven if the project finally didn't come to a successful conclusion,  M. ANTHOINE, teacher at the IUT Even if the project finally didn't come to a successful conclusion,  M. ANTHOINE, teacher at the IUT 
d’Alsace and his students for studying the rubber solution for our tyres.d’Alsace and his students for studying the rubber solution for our tyres.
üThe BAC PRO TU section of Mr. Cédric BULLIN (lycée Bérégovoy in Auxerre) for machining our car body The BAC PRO TU section of Mr. Cédric BULLIN (lycée Bérégovoy in Auxerre) for machining our car body 
according to our Catia V5 files. The IUT of Lille for the machining our the Evolution 2 of our car body.according to our Catia V5 files. The IUT of Lille for the machining our the Evolution 2 of our car body.
üThe society of contactless technology CITC-EuraRFID , through Mr. Thierry DEMOL for offering the The society of contactless technology CITC-EuraRFID , through Mr. Thierry DEMOL for offering the 
patches on our stand.patches on our stand.
üThe 2S-KONCEPT workshop for restoring cars of our teacher Mr. Franck DESESPRINGALLE for painting our The 2S-KONCEPT workshop for restoring cars of our teacher Mr. Franck DESESPRINGALLE for painting our 
cars and for the airbrushing of our stand.cars and for the airbrushing of our stand.
üThe society FILIFLOC in Caudry for the printing of our jerseys.The society FILIFLOC in Caudry for the printing of our jerseys.
üThe Workers' Council of SEVEL Nord as well as the driving school Christelle in Lourches for lending us a The Workers' Council of SEVEL Nord as well as the driving school Christelle in Lourches for lending us a 
truck and a trailer : they transported our stand and materials at the regional and national finales. truck and a trailer : they transported our stand and materials at the regional and national finales. 

Ville de RoeulxVille de Roeulx
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Les sponsors                        
Choice of the materialsChoice of the materials : :

Except from the Depron -a polyurethane foam-, the other Except from the Depron -a polyurethane foam-, the other 
materials we chose for our cars and stands are materials we chose for our cars and stands are 
environmentally-responsible. For example, we saved environmentally-responsible. For example, we saved 
carboard thrown by shopkeepers.carboard thrown by shopkeepers.

Number of materialsNumber of materials : :

We did our best to limit the number of raw materials and We did our best to limit the number of raw materials and 
we thought of recycling. Indeed, our car is only made of we thought of recycling. Indeed, our car is only made of 
two componants and one of them is completely two componants and one of them is completely 
biodegradable. Our stands are only made of cardboard...biodegradable. Our stands are only made of cardboard...

Reduction of wasteReduction of waste : :

We decided to group our purchase with the 3 other teams We decided to group our purchase with the 3 other teams 
so that we can reduce the waste and the amount of money so that we can reduce the waste and the amount of money 
spent.spent.

Not only will our stands be used on the 14Not only will our stands be used on the 14 thth of May and on  of May and on 
the 4the 4 thth of June, but we will also use them for our school  of June, but we will also use them for our school 
open day, for promoting the Course en Cours project in our open day, for promoting the Course en Cours project in our 
school and for the theatre play at the end of the year ! school and for the theatre play at the end of the year ! 

1, The eco-design assessment :1, The eco-design assessment :
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2. Remerciements et Bilan du projet2. Remerciements et Bilan du projet

Ville de RoeulxVille de Roeulx

First of all, we would like to thank the Course en Cours organisation and the Ministry of National First of all, we would like to thank the Course en Cours organisation and the Ministry of National 
Education : without them, the project could not exist.Education : without them, the project could not exist.

Thanks to Renault, Dasault and PFA for providing us with the Catia Software and our car engine.Thanks to Renault, Dasault and PFA for providing us with the Catia Software and our car engine.

We are very grateful to our Maths teacher's workshop 2Skoncept : Mr Desespringalle helped us We are very grateful to our Maths teacher's workshop 2Skoncept : Mr Desespringalle helped us 
with the painting work of the different elements of our car and stand. He also supported us and it would with the painting work of the different elements of our car and stand. He also supported us and it would 
have been difficult to see our way through the project.have been difficult to see our way through the project.

A speciaal thank to the mayors of Lourches and Roeulx and to the FSE of our school for the A speciaal thank to the mayors of Lourches and Roeulx and to the FSE of our school for the 
money they gave us.money they gave us.

We also would like to thank the Business Office of our school for buying our 3D printer and for We also would like to thank the Business Office of our school for buying our 3D printer and for 
printing this portfolio.printing this portfolio.

Our team is also grateful to Mr. Bullin and the students of the section BacPro TU of the Lycée Our team is also grateful to Mr. Bullin and the students of the section BacPro TU of the Lycée 
Bérégovoyin Fourchambault for the machining of our cars, Mr Demol (CITC-Eurafid) for the contactless Bérégovoyin Fourchambault for the machining of our cars, Mr Demol (CITC-Eurafid) for the contactless 
technology on our stand, Mr Antoine and his students in Génie des matériaux (IUT of Alsace).technology on our stand, Mr Antoine and his students in Génie des matériaux (IUT of Alsace).

Thanks to Filifloc for creating our jerseys.Thanks to Filifloc for creating our jerseys.

Finally, we would like to thank our teachers Mr Huicq (French), Ms Lescieux (English), Ms Darras Finally, we would like to thank our teachers Mr Huicq (French), Ms Lescieux (English), Ms Darras 
(Spanish) and Mr Clochard (arts). (Spanish) and Mr Clochard (arts). 
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Project assessmentProject assessment
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We've spent a fantastic year thanks to the Course en We've spent a fantastic year thanks to the Course en 
Cours project. We had a goal and to reach it, we had to Cours project. We had a goal and to reach it, we had to 
stay motivated and inspired. stay motivated and inspired. 

Moreover, we've learnt many things : how to use Moreover, we've learnt many things : how to use 
softwares, how to create and build different items, how softwares, how to create and build different items, how 
to build a car or how to create a stand. to build a car or how to create a stand. 

Our relations grew stronger. We have learnt to know each Our relations grew stronger. We have learnt to know each 
others better and to work as a team. We had to stay others better and to work as a team. We had to stay 
close and to lift our spirits in difficult times. close and to lift our spirits in difficult times. 

Thanks to Course en Cours, some members of our team Thanks to Course en Cours, some members of our team 
realised they were able to deal with stress and to speak realised they were able to deal with stress and to speak 
calmly in public and in front of teachers. calmly in public and in front of teachers. 

Finally, we are surprised to see how happy and satisfied Finally, we are surprised to see how happy and satisfied 
we are with the final result. We are voiceless when we we are with the final result. We are voiceless when we 
look at the stand design, the car itself, the paintings, look at the stand design, the car itself, the paintings, 
the colours, the finish and the car speed!the colours, the finish and the car speed!



ix. Appendices :ix. Appendices :
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1. Spendings :1. Spendings :
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2, Layouts2, Layouts
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3. Some realistic renderings3. Some realistic renderings
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We created a personalised colour on Catia V5 for our renderings.We created a personalised colour on Catia V5 for our renderings.

We had to configure the light reflections to make people see the painting effects.We had to configure the light reflections to make people see the painting effects.
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4. Exploded view of fitting 4. Exploded view of fitting ::



 
 

5. Mass and weight 5. Mass and weight ::
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6. On the road to the national final :6. On the road to the national final :

Once we won the regional final, we did not stop working. We tried to improve theperformances Once we won the regional final, we did not stop working. We tried to improve theperformances 
of the Alien Car by drawing the lessons from our experience.of the Alien Car by drawing the lessons from our experience.

We were totally satisfied with the rear tyres. We were totally satisfied with the rear tyres. 
However, in spite of the double face tape on the front However, in spite of the double face tape on the front 
tyres, we realised they went out of the rims when the tyres, we realised they went out of the rims when the 
engine was at its full power.engine was at its full power.

That's why we decided to mold new tyres. And we That's why we decided to mold new tyres. And we 
used an elastic tensioning for the tyre to fit on the rim used an elastic tensioning for the tyre to fit on the rim 
properly.properly.

We wanted to lighten the car:We wanted to lighten the car:
New foams should have been New foams should have been 
machined at the IUT of Lille to machined at the IUT of Lille to 
create our « Evolution 2 » (but it create our « Evolution 2 » (but it 
was finally not possible).was finally not possible).
The front arms were once again The front arms were once again 
prototype and we lightened the prototype and we lightened the 
reinforcement, on the CubeX of our reinforcement, on the CubeX of our 
secondary school.  secondary school.  
New rims were printed. We didn't New rims were printed. We didn't 
want to paint them to reduce the want to paint them to reduce the 
weight.weight.
We put the bearing closer to the We put the bearing closer to the 
median plane, so that there might median plane, so that there might 
be a better distribution of the be a better distribution of the 
efforts.efforts.
The rear tyres passage was The rear tyres passage was 
modified for a bigger extrication.modified for a bigger extrication.
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a. « The evolution 2 »a. « The evolution 2 » ::



b. La cartographieb. La cartographie
We also asked the Lycée du Pays de Condé to lend us their official track., We also asked the Lycée du Pays de Condé to lend us their official track., 

Indeed, we wanted to work on several ways to program the power of the Indeed, we wanted to work on several ways to program the power of the 
engine. That's why we worked from the time we realised at the regional final engine. That's why we worked from the time we realised at the regional final 
to chose the adjustment we will use at the national final.to chose the adjustment we will use at the national final.

If we could have had a high speed camcorder to check the spinning of the If we could have had a high speed camcorder to check the spinning of the 
wheels or, even better, a built-in data acquisition system, it would have been wheels or, even better, a built-in data acquisition system, it would have been 
perfect...perfect...

11stst Solution: a gradual increase of power Solution: a gradual increase of power ..

   →   → to limit the spinning and the consequent loss of power.to limit the spinning and the consequent loss of power.
   →   → The best time made with this adjustment was 3.109s. The best time made with this adjustment was 3.109s. 
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2nd Solution: Tear the car from its static position then 2nd Solution: Tear the car from its static position then 
resumption of the motor function.resumption of the motor function.

   →   → The car is thus able to move as fast as possible.The car is thus able to move as fast as possible.
   →   → Then, you try a resumption of the motor function just if the Then, you try a resumption of the motor function just if the 
rear wheels spin because of too much power (or a lack of grip). rear wheels spin because of too much power (or a lack of grip). 
   →   → The best time made with this adjustment was 2.856s.The best time made with this adjustment was 2.856s.

33èmeème  Solution: Tout à fond!  Solution: Tout à fond! ..
Il va de soi que cette « absence » de réglages est peu Il va de soi que cette « absence » de réglages est peu 
académique mais elle prouve l’efficacité de notre solution académique mais elle prouve l’efficacité de notre solution 
pneumatique innovante. C’est ce réglage qui nous apporte le pneumatique innovante. C’est ce réglage qui nous apporte le 
meilleur temps 2,56 s… Ce sera donc celui adopté pour la finale meilleur temps 2,56 s… Ce sera donc celui adopté pour la finale 
nationale.nationale.



7. They're talking about us !7. They're talking about us !
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On the Internet website of our On the Internet website of our 
partner CITC on the 13partner CITC on the 13 thth  of May of May

After winning After winning 
the North the North 

finalefinale

Report on Report on 
Grand Lille TV Grand Lille TV 
on May the 15on May the 15

In the newspapers : La Voix Du Nord on May the 21In the newspapers : La Voix Du Nord on May the 21 stst   
and the 22and the 22ndnd



8. Gantt chart :8. Gantt chart :
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Calendrier  
Calendrier  
prévisionne l 
prévisionne l 
établi dès 
établi dès 
septem

bre  
septem

bre  
2013
2013

Calen
Calen
drier 
drier 
réel 
réel 
de 
de 
l’anné
l’anné
ee
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Checking the rulesChecking the rules

Part de pieces prototypeesPart de pieces prototypees
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Checking the rulesChecking the rules

Conformity of front bearingsConformity of front bearings

Les jantes arrière doivent résister à une vitesse de Les jantes arrière doivent résister à une vitesse de 
rotation de 10 000t/min maximum.rotation de 10 000t/min maximum.
Les roues avant étant d’un diamètre inférieur, elles Les roues avant étant d’un diamètre inférieur, elles 
tournent donc plus vite.tournent donc plus vite.
Calcul du ratio :  Calcul du ratio :  
C'est-à-dire que le périmètre étant proportionnel au C'est-à-dire que le périmètre étant proportionnel au 
diamètre (coefficient π), lorsque la roue arrière fait un diamètre (coefficient π), lorsque la roue arrière fait un 
tour, celle à l’avant en fait 1,25.tour, celle à l’avant en fait 1,25.
Si les jantes AR doivent supporter 10 000t/min, les Si les jantes AR doivent supporter 10 000t/min, les 
roulements avant doivent supporter une vitesse maximale roulements avant doivent supporter une vitesse maximale 
de  10 000x1.25 = 12 500t/minde  10 000x1.25 = 12 500t/min
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